For this assignment we will be using a strategy called RAFT to complete a writing assignment. RAFT stands for Role, Audience, Format, and Topic. For more information about RAFT please read the handout you were given in class.

Imagine yourself as a piece of metamorphic rock. You may be any type of metamorphic rock you wish such as slate, marble, or anthracite. You are newly formed (or graduated) from the school of rock and want to celebrate but you have one last task. Your assignment is to write a graduation speech to your peers in the school of rock (sedimentary, igneous, and other metamorphic rocks all attend your school) explaining what you went through to reach graduation and where you see yourself headed. In your speech make sure and thank your parent rock properly.

In the context of a RAFT

Role – Metamorphic Rock

Audience – Other Rocks

Format – Graduation speech, written

Topic – What you went through to reach “graduation”

Please e-mail your assignment to Jennifer or bring it to your NASA workshop.